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ABSTRACT

The ribonuclease A family of proteins is well studied from the biochemical and biophysical points of view, but its evolution-
ary origins are obscure, as no sequences homologous to this family have been reported outside of vertebrates. Recently,
the spatial structure of the ribonuclease domain from a bacterial polymorphic toxin was shown to be closely similar to the
structure of vertebrate ribonuclease A. The absence of sequence similarity between the two structures prompted a spec-
ulation of convergent evolution of bacterial and vertebrate ribonuclease A-like enzymes. We show that bacterial and ho-
mologous archaeal polymorphic toxin ribonucleases with a known or predicted ribonuclease A-like fold are distant
homologs of the ribonucleases from the EndoU family, found in all domains of cellular life and in viruses. We also detected
a homolog of vertebrate ribonucleases A in the transcriptome assembly of the sea urchin Mesocentrotus franciscanus.
These observations argue for the common ancestry of prokaryotic ribonuclease A-like and ubiquitous EndoU-like ribonu-
cleases, and suggest a better-grounded scenario for the origin of animal ribonucleases A, which could have emerged in the
deuterostome lineage, either by an extensive modification of a copy of an EndoU gene, or, more likely, by a horizontal ac-
quisition of a prokaryotic immunity-mediating ribonuclease gene.
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INTRODUCTION

Bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase A; EC 3.1.27.5) is
an enzyme that is secreted in the pancreas of ruminants
and is able to cleave RNA at the 3′ side of pyrimidine res-
idues, using a catalytic mechanism that involves a nucleo-
side 2′,3′-cyclic phosphodiester intermediate (Cuchillo
et al. 2011). The ribonuclease activity in pig pancreas
was discovered in 1920 by W. Jones (Jones 1920), and
M. Kunitz developed a protocol for purification of the bo-
vine pancreatic enzyme in the 1930s (Kunitz 1939). In the
early 1950s, the Armour company, most famous for its
meatpacking business, antibacterial Dial soap, and Dale
Carnegie, produced a kilogram of the crystalline enzyme
from bovine pancreatic tissue and offered free samples
to any interested research laboratory (Richards 1992).
Early availability of pure RNase A in bulk, together with a

small size of the molecule (124 amino acids in the secreted
form of the protein), its exceptional stability, and high ac-
tivity that did not require any prosthetic groups, made

RNase A the favorite model protein for many enzymolo-
gists interested in RNA biology and general principles of
protein structure and function; it has been called “the
most studied enzyme of the 20th century” (Raines 1998).
RNase Awas the first enzyme (and third protein altogether,
after insulin and hemoglobin) for which an amino acid se-
quence was determined by direct chemical sequencing,
long before DNA sequence determination became
available (Smyth et al. 1963); the first enzyme for which a
mechanism of catalysis was proposed based on the exper-
imental evidence, even without the benefit of knowing the
complete sequence or the spatial structure of the protein
(Findlay et al. 1962); the fourth protein for which a three-di-
mensional structure was determined (Avey et al. 1967;
Wyckoff et al. 1967); and the first protein recovered in
the active form, albeit slowly and at low yield, after total
chemical synthesis and in vitro refolding (Gutte and
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Merrifield 1969; Hirschmann et al. 1969). Famously,
Anfinsen’s studies of experimental disruption and restora-
tion of biophysical properties and biochemical activity of
RNase A have been viewed as the evidence that protein
folding is a spontaneous process occurring under thermo-
dynamic control (Anfinsen 1973).

From the physiological point of view, the RNase A se-
quence family is of interest because many lineages of ver-
tebrates have multiple homologs of this enzyme, which
play diverse biological roles. Despite the initial suggestion
of the predominantly nutritional role of pancreatic RNase A
(i.e., the facilitation of hydrolysis in the gut of stray RNA,
presumably from dead bacteria), the functions of RNases
A expressed in pancreas and especially in other tissues
appear not to be related to the digestion of bulk RNA,
but likely have to do with intracellular signaling during
the development and with responding to bacterial and
viral infection, in what could be one of the branches
of RNA-triggered innate immunity response (Dyer and
Rosenberg 2006; Cho and Zhang 2007; Ardelt et al.
2008; Pulido et al. 2013; Koczera et al. 2016; Ferguson
et al. 2019). Curiously, some of these biological functions
do not correlate with the rate or specificity of RNA hydro-
lysis displayed by the proteins in the in vitro assays
(Domachowske et al. 1998; Dyer and Rosenberg 2006;
Pizzo et al. 2006).

In the field of protein engineering, the clues obtained
from the structure-function analysis of the RNase A family
have allowed researchers to improve the therapeutic/
oncolytic potential of some family members, or test the
limits of functional change, such as reaction rate or speci-
ficity toward defined oligonucleotide substrates, that can
be obtained by modifying a natural protein scaffold
(Smith and Raines 2006; Pizzo and D’Alessio 2007; Vacca
et al. 2008; Pulido et al. 2013; Prats-Ejarque et al. 2019).
The RNase A family also has been the subject of extensive
molecular evolutionary analyses, which addressed
questions such as the lineage-specific evolution rates in
proteins (Singhania et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2000;
Rosenberg et al. 2001; Cho et al. 2005; Cho and Zhang
2006), signatures of drift and selection in biological se-
quences (Zhang et al. 1998; Osorio et al. 2007; Premzl
2014), and the possibility of reconstructing and resurrect-
ing ancestral sequences on the basis of the known se-
quences of their present-day descendants, with some
surprising conclusions about the preference of the ances-
tral enzyme to double-strand RNA (Stackhouse et al.
1990; Jermann et al. 1995).

In contrast to this wealth of knowledge about structural
determinants of protein stability and RNA degradation
within the RNase A family, there is no clarity about its evo-
lutionary origin. Until very recently, proteins with sequence
or structural similarities to pancreatic RNase Awere detect-
ed only in vertebrates. In the mammalian genomes, the
RNase A gene family typically consists of 13 members,

most of which are expressed narrowly in one or a few tis-
sues in a secreted form (Cho and Zhang 2006; Premzl
2014), though the size of the family may be expanded in
some lineages, to as many as 21 members in marsupials
(Cho and Zhang 2006). The families in other vertebrates
are smaller; for example, only three RNase A homologs
have been found in chicken and four in zebrafish (Pizzo
et al. 2006; Cho and Zhang 2007; Kazakou et al. 2008).
These gene products, easily detected by sequence data-
base searches, mostly share the conserved hallmarks of
the family, such as the conserved trio of the catalytic resi-
dues, two histidines and a lysine, and between two and
four pairs of disulfide bonds. The absence of RNase A
sequence homologs outside of vertebrates received a spe-
cial mention in the paper describing the initial sequencing
and analysis of the human genome, where its status as the
only vertebrate-specific enzyme was noted as an evolu-
tionary oddity (Lander et al. 2001).

Recently, the spatial structure of a type of the carboxy-
terminal effector domain of bacterial polymorphic toxin,
CdiAYkris from Yersinia kristensenii, has been determined,
and its high structural similarity to RNase A came to light
(Batot et al. 2017). CdiAYkris is a part of the system for
self/non-self recognition in bacteria (Zhang et al. 2011,
2012), which posesses an RNase activity, but there is no se-
quence similarity betweenCdiAYkris and vertebrate RNases
A. The spatial structures of RNase A and CdiAYkris, on the
other hand, can be superimposed readily, with the root
mean square deviation of 3.6 Å over 89 aligned α-carbon
atoms, even though only one catalytic residue in bothmol-
ecules, the N-proximal histidine (His 12 in the pancreatic
RNase A), was located in the same position in both struc-
tures. This structural fit in the absence of discernible se-
quence similarity (including the absense of cysteines in
CdiAYkris sequence) prompted the hypothesis that the
RNase A-like and CdiAYkris-like families have evolved con-
vergently toward the same fold (Batot et al. 2017).

Although the RNase A spatial structure can no longer be
viewed as unique to vertebrates, its evolutionary origins,
and the relationship between two sequence families within
it, remain unclear. In particular, there was a question of
whether the distinct RNase A-like and CdiAYkris-like fami-
lies indeed have evolved convergently—and if so, what
were the unrelated sequences and structures that have at-
tained the same fold in the course of convergent evolution.
Alternatively, the RNase A-like and CdiAYkris-like families
could have evolved divergently from a common ancestral
sequence family—and if so, there is a question of what
that family was and which fold did it have.

In this study, we present the evidence of similarities be-
tween prokaryotic CdiAYkris-like RNases and another family
of ribonucleases, called the EndoU family after the best-
studied representative, a ribonuclease EndoU that has
been first characterized as the factor involved in biogene-
sis of a particular small nucleolar RNA encoded by an
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intron of a ribosomal protein in X.laevis (Gioia et al. 2005).
EndoU-like enzymatic domains are also found within large
proteins encoded by Nidovirales, an order of animal virus-
es with large RNA genomes (Ricagno et al. 2006), whereas
the prokaryotic homologs of EndoU have been detected in
a distinct group of bacterial and archaeal polymorphic tox-
ins (Zhang et al. 2011). In the following, we describe the se-
quence-level and structure-level connections between
EndoU and RNase A families and discuss various evolu-
tionary and functional implications of these connections.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recently, a significant expansion of the repertoire of poly-
morphic toxins in archaea has been reported, and a subset
of effector domains in archaeal toxins was shown to be re-
lated to CdiAYkris and its bacterial homologs (Makarova
et al. 2019). In particular, a match between a putative toxin
from a partially sequenced archaeon Thermococcus sp.
EXT12c (GenBank ID WP_099209516) and the model of
CdiAYkris build on the sequence of the PDB entry 5e3e
has been observed in the HHPred analysis (K Makarova,
pers. comm.). We performed the same search in October
2019, using as a query the WP_099209516 sequence ex-
cept for a putative signal peptide in amino acids 1–22.
The model for CdiAYkris/5e3e was the only match, with
the P-value 1.8 ×10−5, when the entire conserved domain
database (NCBI CDD) was used as the search space. The
HHboost results also showed that WP_099209516 was a
true match to bacterial CdiA-CT RNase A (Pfam ID
PF18431, an alignment and the model built on CdiAYkris

sequence) with probability 0.678, but an even better
match to a protein annotated as a bacterial EndoU homo-
log (Pfam ID PF14436; probability 0.999).
Connections between CdiAYkris-like/RNase A-like toxins

(which we will call prokRNases A, to distinguish them from
the vertebrateRNasesA) andprokaryotic EndoU-like toxins
were also revealedby iterative searches of theNCBINRda-
tabaseusing thepsi-blastprogram (Altschul et al. 1997). For
example, when the searchwas initiated byWP_099209516
sequence, only archaeal homologs were seen at the first
pass, but a homolog from a firmicute bacterium
Lysinibacillus varians was detected at the iteration 2
(WP_025219942, E-value 10−6), followed by many other
bacterial and archaeal matches; at the iteration 7, a se-
quence annotated as an EndoU nuclease, SNY81002 from
anactinomyceteNocardia amikacinitolerans, wasdetected
(E-value 2×10−4). Hundreds of other sequences were re-
trieved in this search, which converged after 19 iterations;
we then clustered the homologs by pairwise sequence sim-
ilarity and used representative sequences to identify addi-
tional homologs. Altogether, more than 1000 non-
identical sequences were retrieved, many of them already
annotated as toxins, nucleases, ribonucleases or EndoU-
like ribonucleases; many of them are large multidomain

proteins, with the effector nuclease typically occupying
the extreme carboxy-terminal region of the polyprotein,
while others are reported as stand-aloneORFs. The search-
es did not appear to be exhaustive; it is likely that many
thousands of representatives of the prokRNase A/EndoU
superfamily are already in the sequence databases.
A few trends in the distribution of these domains are

noticeable: In archaea, they are foundmostly inmesophiles
and only a few thermophiles, and in bacteria, they are
encoded mostly by the free-living species with relative-
ly large genomes, representing multiple divisions of
proteobacteria, firmicutes, actinomycetes, high GC
Gram-positive bacteria, cyanobacteria, the FCB group,
Verrucomicrobia, and a few other lineages known mostly
from the environmental samples. Despite broad presence
of these protein domains inmany clades of bacteria and ar-
chaea, all such clades also have some species that lack rec-
ognizable homologs of those proteins. On the other hand,
sometimes evolutionarily distant species of prokaryotes
encode prokRNase A/EndoU homologs with very similar
sequences, supporting the notion of an important role of
gene gain by horizontal gene transfer and gene loss in
the evolutionary dissemination of the polymorphic toxin
systems (Zhang et al. 2012).
Sequence similarity searches as well as HMM compari-

sons also support direct evolutionary relationship of the
prokaryotic EndoU-like proteins with their eukaryotic coun-
terparts; for example, the psi-blast search seeded by the
sequence of EndoU catalytic domain from Xenopus laevis
(pdb 2c1w) recovers at the 11th iteration an ortholog from
an oomycete Phytophthora parasitica P1976 (ETO85362).
When the latter protein is used to start a new search, an an-
notated EndoU-like nuclease from a cyanobacterium
Calothrix sp. NIES-4071 (WP_096729112) is seen at the
4th iteration with E-value 10−4, followed by many bacterial
homologs intermingled with eukaryotic EndoU-like pro-
teins. Curiously, two of the prokRNase A/EndoU-like ho-
mologs recovered in our searches, purportedly encoded
by the draft genome assemblies of a mollusk Lottia gigan-
tea (XP_009060737) and a sea anemone Exaiptasia pallida
(KXJ13895), match only bacterial sequences in the data-
base scans. We suspect that these gene products repre-
sent bacterial consorts inadvertently sequenced together
with the invertebrate genomes, rather than genes encod-
ed by the genomes of the two hosts; on the other hand,
real eukaryotic-type EndoU sequences are encoded by
these species, for example, Lottia XP_009056913 and
XP_009047139.
It is notable that, despite apparently high sensitivity

of our analysis, we did not detect any vertebrate RNases
A when the database searches were initiated with
prokRNAse A or EndoU sequences and sequence family
models. Similarly, the reverse database scans initiated us-
ing the vertebrate RNase A sequences or family models
did not find any of the prokRNase A/EndoU proteins.

Similarity between Ribonuclease A and EndoU families
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Noticing that some of the searches initiated with verte-
brate RNases A were reporting low-scoring spurious
matches to unrelated cysteine-rich proteins, we wondered
whether the models of vertebrate RNases A were biased
by the conservation of multiple cysteine residues, which
could preclude detection of relevant similarities in other
residues. To account for this possibility, we produced
modified alignments of RNases A, in which each
conserved cysteine in every sequence was replaced by
sampling from the distribution of non-cysteine residues
within the same secondary structure element (Supplemen-
tal Additional File 1). Such engineered alignments also
could not be matched to the prokRNase A/EndoU family
models, suggesting evolutionary remoteness of vertebrate
RNases A from the prokaryotic proteins.

To build a graphical representation of the relationships
between various prokRNase A/EndoU-related proteins,
we used HHboost probabilities as a measure of sequence
similarity between them and constructed a weighted sim-
ilarity network (Fig. 1). While there are no direct connec-
tions linking prokRNase A and eukaryotic/viral EndoU
proteins, a number of bacterial EndoU proteins serve as
the network hubs connecting the two groups into a large
and diverse sequence superfamily.

We collected a representative sample of sequences
from various clusters and produced their multiple align-
ment. The structures examined in the course of the analysis
were: CdiAYkris (5e3e); an EndoU-like toxin from Escheri-
chia coli STEC031 (5hkq; coincidentally also named
CdiA, but before this study thought to be unrelated to
CdiAYkris); and two EndoU enzymes, one from X.laevis
(2ciw) and the other from Murine hepatitis coronavirus
(2gti). For comparison, the structures of animal RNases A

were also overlaid on the alignment, using the superimpo-
sition of the pancreatic ribonuclease 1u1b with 5e3e.

The analysis of the multiple alignment, shown in
Figure 2, reveals several common sequence and structure
features in all RNase A-like and EndoU-like proteins. The
conservation is relatively high in the regions correspond-
ing to the terminal segments within the prokRNase A
and prokaryotic EndoU-like domains (in the following,
“amino-terminal” and “carboxy-terminal” refer to the re-
gions within the RNase A and EndoU catalytic domains
themselves, even though many of them are embedded
within longer proteins). In the amino-terminal part of the
alignment, there is a pattern of a long loop, sometimes
partially structured into a short helix or strand, followed
by a conserved helix-turn-strand arrangement. This region
includes two conserved histidines in almost all prokaryotic
family members. One of those histidines is also preserved
in animal RNases A, where it is crucially important for the
catalysis, serving as the general base initiating the hydroly-
sis of the phosphoester bond (Cuchillo et al. 2011). In the
carboxy-terminal region, there is a β-strand with a motif
consisting of a proline next to an aliphatic or more com-
monly aromatic residue; in animal RNases A, this strand
contains the second catalytic histidine that serves as a ge-
neral acid in the catalysis. Despite the relatively short
lengths of these discontinuous sequence segments, both
of them were observed as the main high-scoring segment
in at least some of the PSI-BLAST or HHPred/Hhboost
searches, suggesting that both these segments retain a
strong evolutionary signal. At the same time, the middle
portions of the bacterial, archaeal and eukaryotic homo-
logs are less well conserved, and shared sequence motifs
there could not be identified with confidence.

Analysis of the representative three-
dimensional structures of RNases A,
EndoU, and their bacterial homologs
provides more insight into the discon-
tinuous pattern of their sequence con-
servation. The RNase A fold has been
described as an anti-parallel β-sheet,
consisting of three long strands and
elaborated by additional sheets or he-
lices in some family members. On the
other hand, the structure of EndoU
catalytic domain has been described
as the duplication of a unit comprising
an α-helix and three β-strands, so that
the entirety of the EndoU fold consists
of two β-sheets, each with three main
strands. We have performed a struc-
tural comparison of RNase A-like and
EndoU-like enzymes, confirming a
close similarity of two folds and ex-
plaining the similarities and differenc-
es of their topology (Fig. 3).

FIGURE 1. Network of prokRNase A-related and EndoU-related conserved PFAM domains
and sequence models based on select queries from the NR and PDB databases. The arc be-
tween domains/models indicates a statistically supported match obtained by the HHPred or
HHBoost searches.
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A striking feature of the three-stranded anti-parallel
β-sheet forming the core of the RNase A fold is that it is
sharply bent in the middle, along the line perpendicular
to the main direction of the strands’ backbones, forcing
many amino acids in the middle of two strands to kink
out of the canonical β-strand-like conformation. The result-
ing bent sheet in RNase A may be described as consisting
of two “wings,” each formed by three strands that do not
follow each other along the sequence. The first of the
wings includes the conserved strands 1, 3 and the ami-

no-terminal portion of the long conserved strand 4, where-
as the other sheet comprises strand 2, the carboxy-
terminal part of the conserved strand 4, and strand
5. The loop between strands 2 and 3 together with the
kink in the middle of strand 4 form a crease, which dissects
the β-sheet into two distinct smaller β-sheets (“wings”), po-
sitioned at an angle to each other. Thus, ignoring the pe-
ripheral strands and helices, and splitting the longest
strand 4 into two strands (new strands 4 and 5), we obtain
the new strand numbering 1 through 6 for RNase A-like

FIGURE 2. Multiple alignment of RNase A-like and EndoU-like protein sequences. Unique identifiers in the NR or PDB databases are shown be-
fore each sequence. In the secondary structure lines, h stands for a helical structure and s stands for an elongated structure (a strand). Vertebrate
and sea urchin RNase A sequences are superimposed on the alignment to maximize the overlap of the structurally equivalent secondary structure
elements. Conserved catalytic histidines are shown in white-on-black type, conserved hydrophobic residues (I, F, L, M, V, W, Y) are indicated by
yellow shading, conserved residues with the propensity to make turns or kinks in the main chain (A, G, S, P) are indicated by bold red type, and
catalytic lysine in animal RNases A is shown by asterisks in the secondary structure line. The strands that belong to the same β-sheet in EndoU
family, or to the same wing of a sheet in RNases A, are shaded with the same color, and dark blue shading indicates the crease connecting
the two wings in RNases A. The numbering of the β-strands is modified to consider only structurally equivalent strands, accounting for the con-
tributions of the long strand to both wings in RNases A (see text for details).
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enzymes, and the strand composition of the first β-sheet is
then 1+3+4 (red-shaded in the secondary structure lines
in Fig. 2, and red-colored in Fig. 3), and that of the second
sheet is 2+ 5+6 (cyan shading or coloring in the figures). In
contrast to this mixed topology, in EndoU homologs the
three strands comprising each sheet are contiguous in se-
quence (except for occasional insertions that do not affect
themain core topology), so that the strand compositions of
the β-sheets are 1+2+3 and 4+5+6; the two sheets in
EndoU are separated by loops, which set the sheets at a
slightly acuter angle than in RNase A and its structural rel-
atives (Fig. 3).

The rewiring of strands in EndoU compared to RNase A
cannot be achieved by a one-step circular permutation of
the gene and protein sequences—a process that is better
studied and is amenable to automated detection (Lo and
Lyu 2008)—and would require a relatively complex se-
quence of genetic events for converting one to another.
This structural difference is the likely reason why the rela-
tionship between RNase A and EndoU ribonucleases has
eluded detection until recently.

Despite the rearrangements described above, the two
most conserved sequence elements shared by RNase A
and EndoU families, that is, strand 6 and the assemblage
of helices and loops preceding strand 1 (Fig. 2), are found
close to each other in all available spatial structures, often
with a potential for van der Waals interactions or hydrogen
bonding. Taking strand 6 as a reference and focusing on

the close contacts (within 3.8 Å), in the pancreatic ribonu-
clease 1u1b_A, the backbone of residues P117 and F120
from strand 6 interacts with the side chain of the F8 residue
from the amino-terminal conserved region; this interaction
brings the two catalytic residues H12 and H119, which are
remote in the sequence, into close spatial proximity. In hu-
man angiogenin (1b1i), the side chains of residues P112
and L115 interact with the side chains of Y6 and F9, also
likely contributing to proper positioning of the two catalyt-
ic histidines. In the CdiAYkris, the key structural role within
strand 6 appears to be played by the side chain of T276,
which makes contacts with L171 and with both of the
group-specific histidine residues, H170 and H175. In the
bacterial EndoU-like ribonuclease (5hkq_A), a similar role
is played by the tripeptide Phe-His-Pro that is located
just after the carboxyl terminus of strand 6 (a histidine res-
idue in this position is not highly conserved and is likely to
play a structural rather than catalytic role), which interacts
with a structurally conserved leucine in the extra strand up-
stream of strand 1, as well as two family-specific conserved
N-proximal histidines. In some cases, residues within these
conserved elements also directly contact the substrate
oligonucleotides.

Thepersistenceofpairedhistidines in theamino-terminal
regions of the RNase superfamily defined here, as well as
the conservation of a network of interactions between the
neighbors of those histidines and the distal, carboxy-termi-
nal residues,may have implications for the catalyticmecha-
nismof theprokRNaseAandEndoUenzymes. In thecaseof
CdiAYkris/5e3e_B, the histidine-175 is thought to be func-
tionally equivalent to catalytic H12 in RNase A, and it has
been speculated that the role of the purportedly missing
secondcatalytichistidine is fulfilledbyT276,which ispostu-
lated to participate in general acid-base catalysis through a
hydroxyl group in its side chain (Batot et al. 2017). Our se-
quence and structure analyses argue that the catalytic cen-
ter of CdiAYkris and other prokaryotic RNaseA-like enzymes
in fact includes two histidine residues, conservedH170 and
H175, and that T276 may play another role.

The essential catalytic roles of the two N-proximal His
residues in eukaryotic and viral EndoU enzymes have
been documented using the in vitro assays, and some of
the developmental phenotypes of XendoU homologs are
dependent on the intactness of those histidines as well
(Gioia et al. 2005; Posthuma et al. 2006; Schwarz and
Blower 2014). Although the two histidines in EndoU homo-
logs is found at a wider separation along the primary struc-
ture than in the case of CdiAYkris (usually 12–18 amino acids
apart in the former vs. 5–6 amino acids in the latter), these
pairs are found at similar spatial distances of 3.5–4 Å. In the
published structure of CdiAYkris/5e3e_B, the side chain of
H170 points away from the putative substrate-binding
cleft, but, given high sequence conservation of this posi-
tion over a long evolutionary span and the functional im-
portance of both histidines in the EndoU family, we

FIGURE 3. Spatial structure and topology of EndoU, prokRNase A,
and animal RNase A proteins. (Upper left) X. laevis EndoU (2c1w_A);
(upper right) E.coli EndoU-like toxin (5hkq_A); (lower left) Y. kristense-
nii RNase A-like toxin (5e3e_B); (lower right) bovine pancreatic ribonu-
clease (1u1b_A). Known or putative catalytic histidines are shown in all
structures. The β-sheets or “wings” of a creased sheet are colored in
cyan and red, tomatch the shading of the strands in Figure 2. The ami-
no-termini in all chains are closely followed by two conserved histi-
dines (or by single His-12 in 1u1b_A), and the carboxy-termini in all
chains are located immediately downstream from the conserved
Strand 6.
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predict that further studies of CdiAYkris and its homologs
will refine the orientation of this histidine residue and will
implicate it more directly in the catalysis.
Like vertebrate RNases A, eukaryotic and viral EndoU

enzymes cleave RNA producing 2′–3′-cyclic phosphates,
but unlike RNases A, the catalytic activity of EndoUs in X.
laevis and SARS coronavirus is thought to require the pres-
ence ofMn2+ ions (Laneve et al. 2003; Ricagno et al. 2006).
The exact role of the magnesium ion in the catalysis re-
mains unspecified, and the ion does not seem to be tightly
associated with the enzyme during purification (see discus-
sion in Gioia et al. 2005). The sequence and structure sim-
ilarities between EndoU and metal-independent RNase A
described in this study, as well as the inspection of the
three-dimensional structures of the homologous enzymes
that do not seem to retain a bivalent metal cation in cata-
lytically relevant positions, may suggest that the role of
Mn2+ ions in EndoU catalysis is more auxiliary than has
been thought before.
Given a wide conservation of the arrangement of two N-

proximal histidines in the RNases A and EndoU across
many bacteria and archaea (as well as eukaryotes and their
viruses in the case of EndoU), we speculate that this repre-
sents an ancestral configuration of the catalytic center, and
the relocation of the second histidine to the carboxy-termi-
nal conserved region in the structurally similar animal-spe-
cific RNases A is a derived state in the evolution of this
enzymatic scaffold. An indirect support to this hypothesis
is given by the protein engineering experiments, in which
two histidines have been introduced into the amino-termi-
nal phosphate-binding subsite next to the first catalytic his-
tidine of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (positions 7 and
10 of the mature chain), and the native catalytic histidines
12 and 119 were mutated (Moussaoui et al. 2007). The re-
sulting enzyme still retained 9% of the wild-type activity,
suggesting that animal RNases A may digest RNA in the
absence of a histidinewithin the carboxy-terminal β-strand,
and that the putative ancestral form with the amino-termi-
nal pair of catalytic histidines may have had some utility to
its owner.
In this work, we used probabilistic comparisons of pro-

tein sequences and sequence families to obtain the
evidence of a specific sequence relationship between pro-
karyotic RNase A-like polymorphic toxins and another
RNase family, EndoU, which is similarly found as a domain
in bacterial and archaeal polymorphic toxins, but also is
present in most eukaryotes sequenced to date, as well as
in the RNA viruses from the orderNidovirales. The analysis
of sequence and structure relationship of RNase A-like nu-
cleases in prokaryotes and EndoU-like nucleases in all do-
mains of Life suggests that they may have evolved from a
common ancestor by sequence divergence, topological
rearrangement of at least one strand, and relocation of
some helices. A spatial similarity and tentative homology
between RNase A and EndoU families has been noted in

the latest releases of two databases of conserved structural
domains, ECOD (Cheng et al. 2015) and SCOPe
(Chandonia et al. 2019)—see entries for ECOD domain
ID372 (http://prodata.swmed.edu/ecod/complete/tree?
id=372) and SCOPe domain d.294.1—but, as far as we
know, this automatically detected relationship has not
been discussed in the literature until this study.
In eukaryotes, the genetic evidence has implicated

EndoU domains in a variety of cellular and developmental
phenotypes, including: clearance of ribonucleoprotein
particles from the nuclear membrane surfacewith concom-
itant remodeling of the endoplasmic reticulum in frog oo-
cytes (Schwarz and Blower 2014), the survival of peripheral
B cell in mice (Poe et al. 2014), neuron survival in fruit fly
(Laneve et al. 2017), and synaptic remodeling in the nem-
atode (Ujisawa et al. 2018). In viruses, EndoU domains play
a still incompletely understood role in virus genome repli-
cation, possibly by intervening with the host RNA surveil-
lance systems (Posthuma et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2019).
Finally, EndoU-like and related prokRNaseA-like polymor-
phic toxins in bacteria and archaea mediate the interspe-
cific conflicts in these microbes by targeting the cells of
the other species, as well as the intraspecific conflicts by
secreting the factors that restrict the growth of non-self
strains; such toxins also are involved, on all sides, in the
conflicts between genomes and selfish replicons (Zhang
et al. 2011, 2012). All this suggests an ancient association
of the EndoU and RNase A ribonucleases with the RNA-
level regulation of the events in the cell–cell and cell–par-
asite competition, as well as in cell differentiation in meta-
zoa; on the other hand, a putative function of some
vertebrate RNases A, such as pancreatic ribonuclease, in
nutritional RNA salvage appears to be a side line in the
superfamily.
The evolutionary scenario connecting the nuclease

domain of eukaryotic EndoU enzymes to the bacterial
EndoU-like polymorphic toxins with nuclease activity is rel-
atively straightforward; the eukaryotic homologs most like-
ly have evolved from their bacterial ancestors, acquiring an
additional helical amino-terminal domain in the process. A
shared sequence ancestry is also apparent between the
prokaryotic EndoU and RNase A/CdiAYkris-like enzymes,
though the high level of sequence divergencemakes it dif-
ficult to say with confidence which one might be more an-
cient than the other. Earlier structural comparisons (Zhang
et al. 2012) have suggested a link between the “duplicated
half” of the EndoU catalytic domain and several other nu-
clease families, such as: a vast sequence family of homolo-
gous ribonucleases from prokaryotes and fungi, including
barnase, RNases T1, U2, F1, Ms, and sarcin; a subset of
bacterial colicin RNases, namely colicin E5 and colicin D;
and the RNase domain of the RelE toxin. The entire group
was named BECR fold, after Barnase, EndoU, Colicins, and
RelE (Zhang et al. 2012). The structural theme uniting the
fold has been described as a β-sheet formed by four
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strands, some of which may be long and meandering; the
sheet is preceded by an α-helix and may be followed by
the fifth short strand. It has been noted that there are no
sequence-level connections between the four families
within the BECR fold, that each of the four families uses a
distinct set of catalytic residues, and that their spatial posi-
tions of these residues are different too (Zhang et al. 2012;
Gucinski et al. 2019); we also note that the sequence-struc-
turemotifs that link eukaryotic and prokaryotic RNases A to
EndoU aremissing from the “B,” “C,” and “R”members of
the BECR fold. These observations lend no extra support
to the hypothesis of a common sequence ancestor shared
by all families within the BECR fold. Noticing, however,
that the BECR fold is found in its minimal form in the
“B,” “C,” and “R” families, and as a duplication of that
minimal form in the EndoU family, it can be tentatively sug-
gested that the prokaryotic EndoU could have emerged
first by duplication of a minimal BECR-like fold, and that
prokRNase A-like enzymes have evolved by a more recent
permutation of a prokaryotic EndoU-like enzyme.

In the course of this study, we also detected a bona fide
homolog of vertebrate RNases A in the assembly of RNA
transcriptome from a non-vertebrate metazoan animal,
red sea urchin Mesocentrotus franciscanus (translation
product of GHJZ01096130; Fig. 2). The sequence from
Mesocentrotus is more distantly related to vertebrate
RNases A than they are to each other, and resolves as an
isolated long branch in a rootless phylogenetic tree (A
Mushegian, unpubl.), suggesting that the evolutionary or-
igin of this family may be more ancient than the common
ancestor of all vertebrates, going at least as far back as
the stem of the deuterostome lineage. This observation
moves the evolutionary age of the animal RNase A back
in time, at least to the common ancestor of the deutero-
stomes, and narrows the evolutionary gap between pro-
karyotic and animal RNases A.

Only a structural similarity (albeit a close one), but not a
sequence-level similarity, can be discerned between the
CdiAYkris-like prokaryotic RNases A and their animal coun-
terparts. The evolutionary scenarios for the origin of the
latter remain tentative for this reason, but two main hy-
potheses are worth considering. One possibility could be
that animal RNases A have evolved in the deuterostome
lineage by duplication of a gene that coded for the deuter-
ostome version of pan-eukaryotic EndoU. This would have
been followed by a loss of an extra all-helical domain
observed in all eukaryotic EndoU and a complex rear-
rangement of strands in the catalytic domain in deutero-
stomes, leading to a convergent recreation of the
prokRNase A-like domain topology. Such scenario would
require a dramatic change in many other properties of
the animal EndoU gene copy and of its product, such as
massive loss of introns (eukaryotic EndoU genes are in-
tron-rich, whereas animal RNase A genes lack introns in
the coding region) and optimization of the formerly intra-

cellular protein sequence for a new role as a secreted
protein.

An alternative hypothesis is that RNases A have been ac-
quired by a metazoan ancestor by a horizontal gene trans-
fer of CdiAYkris-like RNase A domain from a prokaryote, for
example, a bacterial or archaeal consort associated with
the deuterostome host. Such an intronless open reading
frame would have coded for a product already optimized
to traverse at least some membranes, and could have
been of more direct use to the host, for example, in medi-
ating the interactions with its own microbiome. Each of
these two scenarios must also account for the acceleration
of sequence evolution in the animal RNase A lineage,
which would place it beyond recognition by the current se-
quence comparison methods, and for rapid accrual of sta-
bilizing pairs of disulfide bonds—a feature relatively
uncommon in prokaryotic proteins but strongly associated
with eukaryotic proteins (Wong et al. 2011). More extrava-
gant scenarios, such as the convergent origin of animal
RNase A and/or its transfer from metazoa to prokaryotes,
cannot be formally excluded at this time, but appear less
likely.

In the studies of pancreatic RNase A folding and stabil-
ity, much attention has been given to the dynamics of ex-
perimental disruption and restoration of its tertiary
structure, with the emphasis on the formation of the cor-
rect set of disulfide bonds (Anfinsen 1973; Wearne and
Creighton 1988; Talluri et al. 1994; Neira and Rico 1997;
Klink et al. 2000; Wedemeyer et al. 2000; Mamathambika
and Bardwell 2008). The observation of a variety of homol-
ogous and structurally similar proteins which do not have
equivalently positioned cysteine residues, and often
have no cysteines at all, should bring to focus various other
factors contributing to folding of RNase A, and perhaps
even prompt a reevaluation of its folding mechanism.
The interaction between the amino-terminal and car-
boxy-terminal regions of RNases A/EndoU nucleases is
particularly interesting in that regard. The spatial proximity
of the protein termini on the surfaces of protein molecules
is a statistical trend in the entire space of the known protein
structures, but the reasons for that tendency remain un-
known (Krishna and Englander 2005; Jacob and Unger
2007). Recently, it has been proposed that such proximity
may be a signature of the universal cotranslational protein
folding mechanism, in which the ribosome-based protein
folding machine holds the ends of the nascent chain
throughout protein synthesis, releasing them only after
the majority of the protein chain has been set into a de-
fined conformation (Sorokina and Mushegian 2017,
2018). Under that model, the closeness of the two terminal
regions is seen as a “scar” of the folding process, not adap-
tive by default. At least in some proteins, however, func-
tionally important interactions between the termini could
evolve, facilitated by their proximity. The conserved, and
therefore likely functionally important, interaction
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between the amino-terminal and carboxy-terminal ele-
ments in the RNases A/EndoU family may be a factor in de-
termining the efficiency of folding of these proteins both in
vivo and in vitro. The results described here should provide
a new guidance for the experimental studies of these
possibilities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequence searches were performed in October 2019. Iterative
protein sequence searches were done using the psi-blast pro-
gram (Altschul et al. 1997), usually with inclusion cutoff 0.05 and
composition-based statistics option, using the NCBI NR database
as the search space. To build a hidden Markov model (HMM) of a
protein family and compare it to all other HMMs in the NCBI CDD
and PDB70 databases, the HHPred server (Zimmermann et al.
2018) was used with the alignment mode option set at realign-
global. The HHPhed results were reanalyzed with HHboost soft-
ware (M Dlakic,́ in prep.; http://hhboost.dlakiclab.org/).
HHboost is a new implementation of HHsvm (Dlakic ́ 2009), a pro-
gram that utilizes a support vector machine (SVM) classifier
trained to identify the homologs from HHPred results even in
the absence of statistically significant E-values in the raw output
of HHPred. In the HHboost implementation, the SVM classifier
is replaced by gradient boosting machines, resulting in improved
sensitivity and specificity (M Dlakic,́ in prep.). Multiple sequence
alignments of proteins were done with MAFTT (Katoh and
Standley 2013) and PROMALS-3D (Pei et al. 2008) algorithms,
with iterative manual refinement aided by the information about
secondary structure elements and topologies of several proteins
for which the spatial structures are available. Structural compari-
sons were done using the MICAN program (Minami et al. 2013).
The images of the protein spatial structures were rendered using
the PyMOL software (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System,
Open-Source PyMOL v. 0.99rc6, Schrödinger, LLC).

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material is available for this article.
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